Tips for Employees and Students

How to Advocate

The prospect of bringing up climate at your workplace can be daunting. Here are some best practices on how to raise your ClimateVoice:

- A Personal Guide to Corporate Climate Action, by EDF
- A simple guide to talking about workplace issues with your coworkers, by Coworker.org
- Do's and Don'ts for Engaging Colleagues and Supporters on a Workplace Issue, by Coworker.org

What to Advocate For

Here are some of the voices urging companies to publicly advocate pro-climate policies:

- It's time for companies to make the leap from action to advocacy, by Bill Weihl
- Leading a new era of climate action, by Andrew Winston
- The AAA framework for climate policy leadership, by 10 prominent NGOs

Facts to Leverage

Look at your company's record on climate policy advocacy, and learn from other employees who have raised their voices:

- Climate policy engagement scores of companies and trade associations, by InfluenceMap
- How tech workers are confronting the climate crisis inside their companies by Coworker.org
- How employee activists are changing the workplace, by Quartz

Climate Action by Companies

Look at your company's other activities in climate, to make your case:

- Intuit teams with Project Drawdown for ambitious 'climate positive' pledge
- Microsoft's commitment to sustainability

Questions? Visit Us at ClimateVoice.Org